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Abstract - This paper addresses a localization system which is based on a combination of information from two modalities: a Smart Home Person Tracking (SHPT) composed of infrared sensors and an Audio Person Tracking (APT) which uses microphones able to estimate azimuth of acoustic sources. This combination improves precision of localization compared to a standalone or separated module. The localization software facilitates the integration of both SHPT and APT systems, to display the position in real time, to record data and detect some distress situations (some kind of fall). Results on implementation show good adaptation for Smart Home environments and a robust detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

As time passes by, elderly persons become more or less autonomous and are exposed to the risk of domestic accidents, especially in huge residential places. In the context of medical telemonitoring [1-4], it is not sufficient if we only detect the distress situation of the Care Receiver person (CR). Another important parameter to monitor is the location of a person. This information can be used for ADL (Activity of Daily Life) measurements [5-6], especially to track the CR’s activities in the course of one or several days. This gives the possibility to measure of the frequency of the usage of rooms and to inform the medical service in case of emergencies such as falls and abrupt changes of vital parameters of the CR. Therefore we decided to implement a localization platform based on several modalities.

Research on localization systems have been widely developed, especially in the field of robotics, based on several approaches, such as multi-sensor signals (sound, video and laser) [7-8], sound [9] or/and image [10] signal processing, Bayesian [11] and Markov [12] methods.

In this paper, we present a platform for localization of a person in his dwelling. Therefore the proposed platform is based on a combination of existing commercially available movement sensors (infra-red) and sound sensors (microphones) installed in this environment. This multimodal combination is based on an expert system which allows for efficient usage of these sensors and palliation of possible failing of the single modalities.

In order to improve the precision of localization we have developed a scalable platform where we can add any other modality to help us to take a better decision, for instance additional modalities based on vision and accelerometers processing.

Section II describes each localization modality used in the platform, section III presents the proposed methodology and algorithm description and section IV provides experimental results obtained so far. Section V concludes and gives perspectives on these research works.

II. LOCALIZATION MODALITIES

Our system of localization is based on the combination of two modes: the SHPT module (Smart Home Person Tracking) and the APT module (Audio Person Tracking).

The SHPT system is composed of a network of infrared sensors (IR) installed in the elderly person environment. The APT system is composed of a specific adaptive directivity-based microphone designed by AKG that permits to estimate the direction of arrival (the azimuth) of a given resonant source.

A. SHPT Module : Infrared sensors network for presence detection

The SHPT system uses a set of infrared sensors [Legrand]® distributed and fixed in different rooms and areas of the CR’s house [14]. As depicted in Fig. 1 this system allows to determine in which room (Room ID) the person is and precisely in which zone or area (Area ID) of the given room.

![Environment - House](Fig. 1. SHPT system: Room ID and Area ID)

The CR’s life place regroups several Room IDs (lounge, room, kitchen…) that are composed of one or several Area IDs. Each IR sensor determines an Area ID formed by a surface defined by coordinates Xmin, Xmax and Ymin, Ymax. Moreover if the zone of detection covered by an IR sensor is large, there will be less precision to localize the person in his/her lifeplace Therefore the use of large number of IR sensors increases the number of Area IDs and thereby
increases the precision of the system. For each detected Area ID, the person’s position is estimated by the coordinates of the Area centre (Area ID centre, see Fig. 1).

The SHPT system is characterized by its reliability of movement detection. On the other hand, it presents a weak precision in the case where only one IR sensor is used in a room, which is often the case in most habitation (dwellings). In order to refine the localization process we propose its combination with the acoustic person tracking (APT) system.

B. APT Module: Intelligent sound tracking sensor

The APT system is composed of microphones capable to estimate the direction of arrival (DOA or azimuth) of a given sound source. This technology is based on a new concept called CMT (coincident microphone technology) designed and developed by the AKG® Company [13]. It can give, with a reliable precision, the DOA of a person in a given area when he/she is speaking. This is very interesting for localizing the person in his/her environment.

The precision of localization can be influenced by echoes and reflections generated by the geometry and materials of the house. Another limit is that, for the detection of the azimuth, the person must speak or must produce a sound. However, the combination with the SHPT system previously described can increase the performance of localization. This will be shown in the sections below.

1) Description of the Algorithm: The CMT system is based on the simultaneous use of four coupled-microphones, one with an omnidirectional directivity and three with a cardioid directivity (hence directional).

As shown in Fig. 2 right side, each of the 3 first order gradient microphone transducers (MIC1, MIC2 and MIC3) is oriented in such a way that the direction of maximum sensitivity is 120 degrees apart from its neighbor transducer. The acoustic centers of these 3 transducers lie within a sphere of a few millimeters. The reference direction of 0 degrees is showing upside opposite to the cable plug.

As the position of the microphone is known, a fine position hypothesis can be generated taking into account the geometry of the apartment. That means, the origin of the sound has to be somewhere between the microphone and the next walls.

Echos and reflections from the walls may influence the accuracy of localization. Sound absorbing walls and sound absorbing floor by using curtains and carpets will have a favorable influence on this accuracy. Such materials will minimize the reverberation time RT60. The value of RT60 should be smaller than 150 milliseconds.

The strategy selected for acoustic localization (Fig. 2, left side) is focusing on the azimuthal direction of that part of the sound field that causes the largest RMS (root mean square) value in the microphone signals (corresponding to the sound energy received). The digitized microphone signals are split in non overlapping blocks of a predefined length. For each block the unweighted RMS values are calculated for the 3 gradient microphones. These 3 RMS values ($I_1$, $I_2$, and $I_3$) are attributed to the respective direction of the 3 gradient microphones spaced by one another by 120 degrees. In this way 3 vectors are computed with azimuthal distances of 120 degrees. The vector lengths are proportional to the measured RMS values of the respective microphone signals. Ideally the argument of the summation vector $\bar{I}(\varphi)_{sum}$ is showing in the direction of the loudest sound event, as in (1),

$$\bar{I}(\varphi)_{sum} = \bar{I}(\varphi)_1 + \bar{I}(\varphi)_2 + \bar{I}(\varphi)_3$$

$$\varphi = \arg[\bar{I}(\varphi)_{sum}]$$

(1)

The size of I is a measure for the reliability if the result. In the case of reflections, for example on walls, floor, ceiling, furniture etc. a deflection of the summation vector away from the sound source direction is detected. Additional background noise further decreases the accuracy of azimuth estimation.

III. METHODOLOGY

The combination of the SHPT and APT systems permits to localize the person in a more precise manner while preserving the robustness of the positions estimated by the SHPT system when it is performing alone.

Fig. 3. Combination of the SHPT and APT systems.

Indeed, we consider the SHPT system as the reference modality because of its detection reliability (namely its detection contituity) and the APT system as secondary modality because its working depends on the CR’s speech or sound event occurrence for the evaluation of the azimuth. In the ideal case the SHPT system determines the Area ID in which the person is present and the APT system refines its localization as shown in Fig. 3.
In the diagram of the Fig. 3, the microphone is placed in the middle of the room and allows, thanks to its ability to detect azimuth direction, to divide the Area ID detected by the unique IR sensor for the considered room (red zone) in several Sub Area IDs (yellow or clearer zones). In this case the person is localized in the Sub Area ID 2 for [0, 90°] where the APT system gives an estimated azimuth between 0 and 90°. For each detected zone (Area ID or Sub Area ID), the person’s position is estimated by coordinates (x, y) of the centre.

1) Description of the Algorithm: The algorithm is therefore based on expert rules allowing to make a “combined” decision targeting at a better precision than the one given by the SHPT system alone, which is considered as reference system under absence of APT measurements.

If only one sensor is in the room, which is the most frequent situation, each room is characterized by its room ID and is defined by its (x_c, y_c) centre coordinates. As the room is sub-divided in sub areas with Sub-Area IDs, we have the following main steps of the implemented rules based algorithm applied to each detected azimuth direction ϕ provided by the APT module:

- **Step 1:** for 1 ≤ i ≤ N, where N is the number of Sub AreaID, compute the angle (x, y)_i, where (x, y) is the centre of Sub Area ID j;
- **Step 2:** obtain the CR’s position by (x_{cr}, y_{cr}) = ArgMin[|ϕ - angle (x,y)|], for all j, if ϕ - angle (x,y) < ϕ, where ϕ is a threshold related to the APT precision;
- **Step 3:** if for all j, [|ϕ - angle (x,y)|] > ϕ, then (x_{cr}, y_{cr}) = (x_c, y_c).

In the case of noises or resonant non-speech events we consider the SHPT system only to localize the person (Area ID considered by default): this non-event index detection is provided by a separate module doing sound recognition (Anason [16]).

In the case of sensitivity problems and non detection of the person’s movements by the IR sensors, the APT module will permit to estimate the CR’s position at least based on his DOA.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the setting of the CompanionAble project our system was implemented in a Smart Home environment located in Eindhoven where different modalities for medical telemonitoring were installed. The installed platform is composed of 12 IR sensors for movement detection [Legrand] and 2 CMT microphones [AKG]. The whole configuration is shown in Fig. 4.

In the diagram of the Fig. 4, we have 12 Area IDs (red or dark zones) defined by the IR sensors and 8 Sub-Area IDs (yellow or clearer zones) determined from the evaluation of the resonant source direction by the microphone. Each IR sensor covers a maximum distance of 12 meters with an opening angle of 90°.

Experiments were performed in the living room of the Smart Home environment in Eindhoven as shown in Fig. 5.

This scenario consists of a person walking along the path (points A ..., G) and computed the Euclidean distance between the tagged positions (black circles in Fig. 5) and the positions estimated by the systems SHPT and SHPT+APT combination (blue crosses in Fig. 5), as shown in Table 1.

![Fig. 4. Installation map of the localization system in Smart Home Eindhoven.](image)

![Fig. 5. Scenario for localization in the living room Smart Home Eindhoven.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position (x,y)</th>
<th>Position (x,y)</th>
<th>Distance measured with SHPT</th>
<th>Distance measured with SHPT+APT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A(5.0, 1.5)</td>
<td>(3.0, 0.0)</td>
<td>2.0916</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(3.5, 3.5)</td>
<td>(3.0, 5.0)</td>
<td>2.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(3.5, 5.0)</td>
<td>(3.0, 5.0)</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(1.5, 4.5)</td>
<td>(3.0, 5.0)</td>
<td>1.5811</td>
<td>1.0721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(2.0, 3.0)</td>
<td>(3.0, 3.0)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(3.5, 1.0)</td>
<td>(3.0, 1.0)</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G(1.0, 1.0)</td>
<td>(3.0, 1.0)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average error</td>
<td>1.4490</td>
<td>0.6724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can observe along the whole CR’s path that the combination of the two modalities increases the position estimation accuracy. On the average the measured distance between the estimated and the real position of the CR is reduced from 1.45 m to 0.67 m corresponding to an improvement of 54%.

The above-presented localization algorithm is
implemented in a LA (Localization Abstraction) module software whose graphical user interface is presented in Fig.6; this LA software allows us to visualize in real time the person’s position in his/her living place. Positions are recorded in a database and are possibly associated to the person’s activity measured through a sensor excitations ratio computed per minute; this permits us to define an average profile of the person’s activity to be exploited for ADL measurements. This displacement profile is computed to detect potential pre-distress situations (profile ruptures).

Fig. 6. Interface of the localization software (LA Module).

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The combination of two localization modules such as the SHPT and APT modules, has been implemented in a Smart Home type environment. This permits us to localize the person in a more efficient and reliable manner taking into account the respective limits of each separate modality or module. However, the well proven localization performance of the APT system can be influenced by echoes and reflections in the room. Another inconvenience of this system is the dependence of its working on the occurrence of sound to estimate the azimuth.

The integration of the two systems is possible thanks to the localization software that permits us to record data, to visualize positions in real time, to measure the activity and to detect some situations of distress of the person. Experimental results show a good adaptation in environments of Smart Home type and robustness in the detection of displacements.

The current LA software module has been programmed in an open and scalable way. For future works we propose to extend the current combination to other localization modalities provided by the CompanionAble application such as the Video Person Tracking [18] and the person’s Behavior Analysis through the use of a wearable device. The application of multimodal fusion techniques as described in [15] will permit further increase of the precision and the robustness of the system.
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